You can't

W

henever I use the word
'love', I use it as a state of
being, not as a
relationship. Relationship is only a
very minor aspect of it. But your idea
of love is basically that of relationship,
as if that is all.
Relationship is needed only because
you can't be alone, because you are not
yet capable of meditation. Hence,
meditation is a Must before you can
really love. One should be capable of
being alone, utterly alone, and yet
tremendously blissful. Then you can
love. Then your love is no more a need
but a sharing, no more a necessity. You
will not become dependent on the
people you love. You will share -and sharing is beautiful.
But what ordinarily happens
in the world is: you don't have
love, the person you think you
love has no love in his being
either, and both are asking for
love from each other. Two
beggars begging each other!
Hence, the fight, the conflict, the
continuous quarrel between the
lovers -- on trivia, on immaterial
things, on stupid things! -- but they go on quarrelling.
The basic quarrel is that the husband thinks he is
not getting what is his right to get, the wife thinks she
is not getting what is her right to get. The wife thinks
she has been deceived and the husband also thinks that
he has been deceived. Where is the love? Nobody
bothers to give, everybody wants to get. And when
everybody is after getting, nobody gets it. And
everybody feels at a loss, empty, tense.
The basic foundation is missing, and you have
started making the temple without the foundation. It is
going to fall and collapse any moment. And you know
how many times your love has collapsed, and still you
continue to do the same thing repeatedly.

Live Alone
You live in such unawareness! You don't
see what you have been doing to your life
and to others' lives. You go on mechanically,
robot-like, repeating the old pattern,
knowing perfectly well you have done this
before. And you know what has always
been the outcome, and deep down you are
also alert that it is going to happen the same
way again -- because there is no difference.
You are preparing for the same conclusion,
the same collapse.
If you can learn anything from the
failure of love, then that thing is: become
more aware, become more meditative.
And by meditation I mean the
capacity to be joyous alone. Very rare
people are capable of being blissful
for no reason at all -- just sitting
silently and blissful! Others will
think them mad, because the idea
of happiness is that it has to come
from somebody else. You meet a
beautiful woman and you are
happy or you meet a beautiful
man and you are happy. Sitting
silently in your room and so
blissful, so blissed out? You must
be crazy or something! People will
suspect that you are on a drug,

So You Need
Relationships

stoned.
Yes, meditation is the ultimate LSD! It is releasing
your own psychedelic powers. It is releasing your own
imprisoned splendur. And you become so joyous, such
a celebration arises in your being, that you need not
have any relationship. Still you can relate with people...
and that's the difference between relating and
relationship.
Relationship is a thing: you cling to it. Relating is a
flow, a movement, a process. You meet a person, you
are loving, because you have so much love to give -and the more you give, the more you have. Once you
have understood this strange arithmetic of love: that
the more you give, the more you have.... This is just if

Disciple-Disciple Relationship
One is familiar with the master-disciple relationship
but what is disciple-disciple relationship?

T

here is no such thing.
Disciples in the past
have created
organisations. That was their
relationship, that "we are
Christians," that "we are
Muslims," that "we belong to
one religion, to one faith and
because we belong to one
faith, we are brothers and
sisters. We will live for the
faith and we will die for the faith."
All organisations have arisen out of the
relationships between disciples. In fact, two disciples
are not connected with each other at all. Each disciple
is connected with the master in his individual capacity.
A master can be connected with millions of disciples,
but the connection is personal, not organisational.
Disciples don't have any relationship. Yes, they have a
certain friendliness, a certain lovingness. I am avoiding
the word "relationship", because that is binding. I am
not calling it friendship even, but "friendliness" -because they are all fellow travellers walking on the
same path, in love with the same master, but they are
related to each other through the master.
They are not related to each other directly. That has

been the most
unfortunate thing in the past:
that disciples became
organised, related amongst
themselves, and they were
all ignorant. And ignorant
people can only create more
nuisance in the world than
anything else. All the
religions have done exactly
that. My people are related
to me individually. And because they are on the same
path, certainly they become acquainted with each other.
A friendliness arises, a loving atmosphere, but I don't
want to call it any kind of relationship.
We have suffered too much because of disciples
getting directly related to each other, creating religions,
sects, cults, and then fighting. They cannot do anything
else. At least with me, remember it: you are not related
to each other in any way at all. Just a liquid friendliness,
not a solid friendship, is enough -- and far more
beautiful, and without any possibility of harming
humanity in the future.
- Osho: Beyond Enlightenment
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against the economic laws that operate in the outside world. Once you have known that, if you want to have more
love and more joy, you give and share, then you simply share. And whoever allows you to share your joy with him or
with her, you feel grateful to him or her. But it is not a relationship; it is a river-like flow.
The river passes by the side of a tree, saying hello, nourishing the tree, giving water to the tree... and it moves on,
dances on. It does not cling to the tree. And the tree does not say, "Where are you going? We are married! And before
you can leave me you will need a divorce, at least a separation! Where are you going? And if you were to leave me,
why had you danced so beautifully around me? Why in the first place did you nourish me?" No, the tree showers its
flowers onto the river in deep gratitude, and the river moves on. The wind comes and dances around the tree and
moves on. And the tree gives its fragrance to the wind.
This is relating. If humanity is ever going to become grown-up, mature, this will be the way of love: people
meeting, sharing, moving, a non-possessive quality, a non-dominating quality. Otherwise love becomes a power trip.
- Osho, The Dhammapada: The Way of the Buddha
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